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Abstract The determinants of incentive regulation are an important issue in economics. More powerful rules relax allocative distortions at the cost of lower rent extraction. Hence, they should be found where the reformer is more concerned with stimulating investments by granting higher expected profits, and where rent extraction is less necessary since the extent of information asymmetries is more limited. This prediction is consistent with U.S. power market data. During the 1990s, performance based contracts were signed by firms operating in states where generation costs were historically higher than those characterizing neighboring markets and the regulator had stronger incentives to exert information-gathering effort because elected instead of being appointed. Keywords: Incentive Regulation; Regulatory Capture; Electricity; Accountability. JEL classification: L11; L51; L94; D73.
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Introduction



Economists have long maintained that, when deriving incentive rules, governments are benevolent and optimally trade off informational rent extraction and cost-saving inducement. Yet, in reality, regulatory contracts are designed by partisan politicians and the extent of information asymmetry is shaped by the activity of office or career-motivated regulators. The U.S. power market is a case in point. The recent move toward incentive regulation was initiated by the state governments and finalized within public hearings presided by regulators who are either elected or appointed. How, therefore, do politicians’ partisan concerns and regulators’ implicit incentives shape the rent extraction versus allocative efficiency trade-off? This paper lays out a theoretical framework for thinking about this issue, and explores its empirical implications using U.S. power market data. In the model, I keep the complete contracting approach typical of the new theory of regulation (Laffont and Tirole, 1993), but I recognize the different incentives moving elected and appointed officials and the opposite concerns shaping the decisions of pro-consumer and pro-shareholder parties when designing regulatory institutions. The contract on the firm’s unobservable cost is designed by an eventually partisan planner, who cannot commit to reimburse the cost-reducing expenses eventually borne by the firm before learning its type, but can condition the contract upon a signal on the firm’s cost. The precision of the signal increases with the effort exerted by a regulator who can be either elected or appointed. As in Alesina and Tabellini (2007), while elected officials strive for re-election, appointed ones are career-concerned. In equilibrium, election induces a higher information-gathering effort provided that effort sways enough votes. Hence, election decreases the expected probability that the planner remains 2



uninformed, making rent extraction less urgent and the power of the incentive rule—i.e., the high cost firm’s effort—higher. At the same time, more powerful schemes soar expected rents and so reinforce the firm’s incentives to invest. Thus, societies more concerned with stimulating cost-reducing investments prefer higher-powered rules. If, instead, investments boost mainly the firm’s profits, a tension between consumers and shareholders arises and the incentive rule power is higher the stronger is the political power of shareholders. To test these predictions, I study the introduction of incentive regulation in the U.S. power market by looking at data on 106 investor owned utilities—IOUs hereafter—between 1981 and 1999. Traditionally state Public Utility Commissions—PUCs hereafter—have set prices in order to assure a specific return on investment after recouping all operating costs recognized as reimbursable during rate reviews—i.e., cost of service regulation. Under such mechanism, firms may have relatively little incentive to minimize production inefficiencies since cost reductions reflect directly into falling prices and, in turn, lower profits. Starting from 1982, different forms of performance-based regulation—PBR hereafter—were introduced in many states. The aim of these reforms was to communicate higher-powered cost-reducing incentives to IOUs by weakening the link between rates and costs. Consistent with the model, PBR contracts were signed by firms operating where the regulator was elected and in states more concerned with cost reducement since their generation costs were historically higher than those characterizing neighboring markets. This, together with the fact that the PUCs fiercely opposed the pass-through of cost shocks into prices during the Oil-crisis period (Guerriero, 2011) and the evidence on the positive relation linking PBR to investments (Margolis and Kammen, 1999; Cambini and Rondi, 2010), supports the idea that incentive regulation was mainly introduced to accommodate dynamic efficiency concerns. 3



Even if several works have used electricity (Knittel, 2002; Shumilkina, 2009; Kwoka and Ter-Martirosyan, 2010), telecommunications (Ai and Sappington, 2002; Ai, Martinez, and Sappington, 2004; Eckenrod, 2006), water (Brocas, Chan, and Perrigne, 2006; Guasch, Laffont, and Straub, 2008), and motorways (Benfratello, Iozzi, and Valbonesi, 2009) data to show that PBR delivers lower rates and higher profits, no previous article has formally identified its determinants. Hence, the main contribution of the present paper is to develop and test a theory of complementarities between both the regulator’s implicit incentives and society’s investment concerns and the firms’ explicit incentives.1 The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the institutions of the U.S. power market to motivate the model which is illustrated in section 3. Next, section 4 states the model’s predictions which are tested in section 5. Section 6 concludes. The appendix gathers proofs, tables, and a description of the data sources and the construction of the variables used in section 5.
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Institutions



Reforming the U.S. electricity market.—The details of incentive schemes—e.g., the sensitiveness of the price to the costs of service and the duration of the contract—are decided within rate reviews (Shumilkina, 2009). These quasi-judicial hearings are open to all interested parties—e.g., firms, consumer advocates, and the media—and, when aimed at implementing regulatory reforms, usually triggered by the state government. For instance, the 1995 Maine Alternative Rate Plan was introduced under the thrust of several laws—e.g., 1988 Least-Cost planning—approved by the Republican legislature (Lee and Hill, 1995). 1



Several recent contributions (White, 1996; Donald and Sappington, 1997; Duso and R¨oller, 2003; Steiner, 2004; Teske, 2004; Duso, 2005; Knittel, 2006; Ando and Polasub, 2009) present empirical evidence of the relevance for regulatory reforms of the mechanisms formally identified by the model presented below.
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During the hearings, the commissioners, who are the heads of the PUC, first examine experts and receive the evidence, and then specify “findings of fact” determining the costs to be reimbursed via the incentive rule. Such evidentiary requirement is established by case law and the US Administrative Procedure Act, which explicitly states that “a rule or order [may not be] issued [if not] supported by and in accordance with reliable, probative, and substantial evidence” (Title 5, Pt. 1, Chapter 5.II, 556(d)). This strict need of hard evidence, the extensive media coverage of the hearings, and the fact that the mission historically given to the PUC has been “to keep nominal prices from increasing”(Joskow, 1974) imply that the main task over which commissioners are rewarded is to prove that the firm has low cost (Guerriero, 2011). Accordingly, Fremeth and Holburn (2012) show that better informed PUCs are are more likely to enact rate decreases and less likely to implement rate increases. From institutions to theory.—Inspired by this discussion, I assume that: 1. the incentive rule is designed by an eventually partisan planner, who maximizes a weighted average of the firm’s utility and the net consumer surplus; 2. if investments are (are not) in the consumers’ interest, the weight on the firm’s utility increases with society’s cost-reducing investment concerns (the political power of shareholders). These hypotheses incorporate into the model the fact that, even if the widest consensus among parties is needed, politicians would try to pander to their constituency when designing regulatory institutions. In accordance with the role of regulators, I also maintain that the incentive rule is contingent on a signal whose observable precision increases with the regulator’s effort and determines her reward.
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Theory



The model builds on Laffont and Tirole (1993) and Laffont (1996). First, I identify the 5



role of the regulator’s implicit incentives; then, I establish the relation between the power of the incentive rule and the firm’s investment decision. This exercise clarifies how the planner’s choice is affected by society’s investment concerns and partisan interests. Preliminaries.—The firm produces a variable scale product q, charging a two-part tariff A+pq with A, p, and q observable and strictly positive. The observable total cost is (β − a) q = cq where β > 0 is an unobservable inefficiency parameter equal to β with probability v and β with probability 1 − v, and a > 0 the unobservable manager’s effort. The managerial effort cost function is such that ψ (0) = 0, lima→β ψ (a) = ∞, ψ 0 > 0, ψ 00 > 0 and ψ 000 > 0.2 Let ∆β ≡ β¯ − β > 0 and S (q), p = P (q) = S 0 (q) with P 0 < 0, q (p) with q 0 < 0, and R (q) = P (q) q + A label the gross surplus, inverse and regular demand functions, and the firm’s revenue. Consumers choose q to maximize the net surplus S (q) − A − pq and the firm fixes A to make them indifferent between buying or not: i.e., A ≡ S (q) − P (q) q. The firm’s utility is U = t − ψ (a) where t labels the managerial rewards. To ensure that the firm participates, it must be the case that U ≥ 0 and that the profits cover managerial rewards or A+(p − c) q ≥ t. The social welfare equals the sum of the net consumer surplus, the firm’s utility, and the budget constraint evaluated at the shadow price of managerial rewards 1 + λ > 1 (Laffont and Tirole, 1993):3 W = S (q) − A − pq + U + (1 + λ) [A + (p − c) q − t]. Let V (q) ≡ S (q) − A − pq + (1 + λ) [A + pq] so that V (0) = 0, V 0 > 0, V 00 < 0, and the social welfare W can be rewritten as V (q) − (1 + λ) [(β − a) q + ψ (a)] − λU . I also assume that −V 00 ψ 00 > 1 + λ: this assures that the social welfare is strictly concave. The timing.—The institution design and production proceed according to this time line: 2



The last assumption implies that the optimal incentive rule is deterministic; also, focusing on a two part tariff simplifies the algebra but the results stand when the pricing rule is linear (Laffont and Tirole, 1993). 3 This is because the revenues help to fulfill the budget constraint. Since t covers a role similar to public funds, the present analysis applies also to the case of procurement (Joskow and Schmalensee, 1986).
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t = 1.—The planner, the firm, and the regulator learn the nature of the regulatory  environment—i.e., q (·) and β ∈ β, β¯ . Next, the firm only discovers the realization of β. t = 2.—The planner offers the firm a menu of managerial reward-cost pairs conditional on an eventual firm’s report and a signal on β received in t = 3. The signal is such that, if β = β, with probability ξ the planner sees β and implements the first best, and with probability 1−ξ ¯ the signal is always uninformative.4 The observable but she remains uninformed. If β = β, not contractible signal’s precision has technology ξ = θe, where e ∈ [0, 1] is the regulator’s unobservable effort and θ ∈ [0, 1] her unobservable talent distributed independently of e according to the truncated normal density f with mean θ¯ and variance σθ2 . t = 3.—The regulator first chooses the effort and then privately observes her ability. Next, the planner sees the signal and, if uninformed, asks the firm to report β. t = 4.—The contract is executed and ξ realized. At the same time, the regulator is rewarded on the basis of the precision realization in the manner illustrated below. An optimal contract based on ξ would induce the first best effort. Yet, it is hard to swallow that regulatory performance could be verifiable and contractible. In this sense, the set up captures the fact that public officials are “rewarded based on observed performance, but through an implicit reward scheme that contains specific restrictions rather than an optimal explicit contract” (Alesina and Tabellini, 2007). Next, I introduce these restrictions. The regulator’s implicit incentives.—The regulator’s maximization problem is



eˆi = arg max



ei ∈[0,1]



4







  1 + τ Gi (ei ) − C (ei ) r,



(1)



Under different signal technologies, the power of the optimal incentive rule can fall with the precision (Boyer and Laffont, 2003). Yet, only the technology used here captures the fact, discussed in section 2, that better informed PUCs recognize more often a low cost firm (Fremeth and Holburn, 2012).
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where i = {E, A} labels the type of reward scheme and the effort cost function is such that C (0) = 0, C 0 > 0, C 0 (0) < ∞, C 00 > 0, limei →1 C 0 (ei ) = ∞. The term in square brackets constitutes the net gains, in monetary terms, obtained from implicit incentives over and above the reservation wage r > 0. Hence, τ > 0 measures the value of implicit rewards relative to explicit ones. Should the regulator care also about social welfare, the model will deliver the same predictions (see footnote 9). As suggested by Alesina and Tabellini (2007), while elected regulators are held accountable by voters, appointed ones are career-concerned. To elaborate, an appointed regulator’s implicit rewards equal GA (eA ) = E [E (θ |ξA , eexp A )], where E [·] denotes the regulator’s unconditional expectation over ξA , E the expectation of society over θ, and eexp A society’s expectation over effort. In words: an appointed regulator, who does not know her ability when producing information, wishes to maximize her expectation of the perception that society will form about θ by conditioning on the observed precision. This perception is E (θ |ξA , eexp A ). Voters, instead, realize that the alternative to the incumbent regulator is an average talented one exerting effort eexp and thus re-elect her whenever E ¯ exp . Again, the regulator chooses effort before the precision exceeds the threshold ξ˜E = θe E n o observing θ and taking the voters’ expectations as given so that GE (eE ) = Pr ξE ≥ ξ˜E .



3.1



Regulator’s Implicit Incentives and Firm’s Extrinsic Incentives



The equilibrium regulator’s effort.—As proved in the appendix: Lemma: The equilibrium regulator’s effort is unique, interior, rising with the value of  implicit incentives τ and, if f θ¯ > 1, higher when election is used instead of appointment. Let a hat label equilibrium quantities. For a given eˆi , the evaluators estimate θ as ξi /ˆ ei : this     implies that a rise in eˆi delivers marginal benefits θ¯ eˆA under appointment and f θ¯ θ¯ eˆE 8



under election.5 The only difference is that under election the marginal benefit is given by the effect of a rise in effort on the estimated talent times the impact of a change in the  estimated talent on the probability of re-election—i.e., f θ¯ . The higher this last term is, the more effective effort is in swaying votes and assuring a higher winning probability. If  f θ¯ > 1, election leads to a higher equilibrium effort.6 This condition reduces to require a not too disperse talent density, which is the case of the market studied below. Indeed, the PUC commissioners’ biographies have been historically very similar (see Gormley, [1983];  Friedman, [1991]). On top of this discussion, I assume in the following that f θ¯ > 1.7 Equilibrium incentive rules.—Should the information be complete, the planner will implement the first best type-dependent allocation β − a∗ = S 0 (q ∗ ) and ψ 0 (a∗ ) = q ∗ (see the appendix). Under asymmetric information, the planner dislikes leaving an informational rent and prefers to let both types produce.8 Hence, she offers managerial reward-cost pairs   such that the firm truthfully reports a β = β—i.e., t − ψ β − c = t¯ − ψ β − c¯ , and op    ¯ erates if β = β—i.e., U¯ = t¯ − ψ β¯ − c¯ = 0, where a, c, q, t, U , a ¯, c¯, q¯, t¯, U¯ denote the cost-reducing effort, marginal cost, quantity, rewards, and utility of the low and high cost type. By plugging the second constraint into the first one, it follows that the a low cost   firm enjoys a rent U = ψ β¯ − c¯ − ψ β − c¯ = Φ (¯ a), where Φ (a) ≡ ψ (a) − ψ (a − ∆β) with Φ0 > 0 and Φ00 > 0 because ψ 000 > 0. The posterior belief on β = β conditional on an 5



While the marginal benefit of a rise in effort always falls with eˆi , the marginal cost of a rise in effort always increases with eˆi : this assures that the equilibrium is unique (see the appendix). 6 Besley and Coate (2003) argue that regulation is bundled at politicians’ elections with more salient policies and so incumbents have electoral benefits and no costs to appoint pro-shareholder regulators. Direct election, instead, shifts the focus on regulatory policies and produces more pro-consumer regulators. Differently from the incentive effect discussed in the lemma, this selection effect does not survive to post-electoral bribes. 7 In the  most realistic case in which there are no extreme types—e.g., raised cosine, inverted U-quadratic— f θ¯ > 1 always; otherwise—e.g., truncated normal, the condition needs to be imposed (Guerriero, 2011). 8 To assure this I also assume that v < v¯ with v¯: 1. such that for v ≥ v¯ the planner prefers to give up production by the β type and offer a contract with no rent to the β type; 2. implicitly defined by  (1 − v¯) V (¯ q (¯ v )) − (1 − v¯) (1 + λ) β¯ − a ¯ (¯ v ) q¯ (¯ v ) − (1 − v¯) (1 + λ) ψ (¯ a (¯ v )) = v¯λΦ (¯ a (¯ v )).
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¯ei uninformative signal is v 1 − θˆ ¯ei ¯ei W ∗ + v 1 − θˆ ˜ = v θˆ W







¯ei 1 − v θˆ



−1



, and the planner maximizes



     V q − (1 + λ) β − a q + ψ (a) − λΦ (¯ a) +



    (1 − v) V (¯ q ) − (1 + λ) β¯ − a ¯ q¯ + ψ (¯ a) − 2 (1 + µ) r,



where W ∗ label the first-best value of W obtained with an informative signal. The regulator’s wage is evaluated at the shadow cost of public funds 1 + µ where µ > 0 accounts for the distortions created by the non lump-sum taxes used to raise funds. The maximization is the same as for the full information case except for the cost of the informational rent λΦ (¯ a), which depends on a ¯. Thus, ˆq and a ˆ are equal to the first best level, and incentive concerns ¯ are entirely taken care of by the power of the contract given to a firm reporting β—i.e.,



 ˆ¯ = qˆ¯ − ψ0 a



  λ ¯ei Φ0 a ˆ¯ , Γ (v) 1 − θˆ 1+λ



(2)



where Γ (x) ≡ x (1 − x)−1 . To limit the low cost firm’s rent, the planner distorts the high cost ˆ¯ < a firm’s allocation so that a ¯∗ . The supervision technology partially curbs this distortion  ˆ¯ dˆ and this benefit is higher the higher is the information-gathering effort or da ei > 0 (see also Gagnepain and Ivaldi, [2002]). Proposition 1 restates this conclusion:9 Proposition 1: The equilibrium incentive rule power is higher if regulators are elected. The regulators’ implicit incentives and the firm’s explicit incentives are complement. This link resembles the relation between career concerns and monetary rewards discussed by Gibbons and Murphy (1992) but involves players who do not contract directly but are connected by the revelation principle (Myerson, 1979). The appeal of this result lies not only in the 9



Proposition 1 will be unaffected should the regulator maximize a weighted average of implicit rewards and social welfare. Indeed, by using the envelope theorem, it can be shown that social welfare rises with eˆi .
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coherence of the model’s premises, which bridge implicit incentives to the asymmetry in information, but also in the realism of the consequences. Indeed, proposition 1 survives to the possibility that the regulator can be captured by the firm provided that implicit incentives are sufficiently strong—i.e., τ is sufficiently high. In this case, elected regulators still produce more information than appointed ones do, even when they first side contract with the firm and then are allowed to manipulate the signal or shirk by exerting effort in a socially irrelevant task.10 This endogenous collusion proofness is consistent with growing evidence on the narrow role of capture in the U.S. power market (Knittel, 2006; Leaver, 2009). The analysis so far has evaluated the impact of incentive regulation on static efficiency, next section studies a more general set up considering also the dynamic efficiency dimension.



3.2



Reformer’s Investment Concerns and Firm’s Extrinsic Incentives



A sharp tension between rent extraction and investment inducement arises in industrial policy, and the equilibrium contract can envision ex post expropriation of sunk investments. On the one hand, this dynamic inconsistency pushes toward more powerful incentive rules; on the other hand, it creates the risk that inefficient contracts are offered to the firm if investments expenses affect asymmetrically consumers and shareholders (see also FaureGrimaud and Martimort, [2003]). Next, I clarify these two points in turn assuming that the planner cannot commit to reimburse investment costs.11 10



In the latter case, being the precision technology multiplicative, the regulator will never choose eˆi = 0 to avoid the loss of implicit rewards. In the former case, the regulator is rewarded only if she reports the signal, which is only observable to her, and the firm offers side payments only if β = β and the signal is informative. Clearly, if the regulator hides information she also chooses eˆi = 0. Yet, this strategy is not an equilibrium when either implicit rewards or the punishments from side contracting are sufficiently high. 11 This restriction can be relaxed provided that the firm always receive a non-negative ex post utility. In this case, the investment level will still be inefficient (see Laffont and Tirole, [1993])
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Cost-reducing investments.—Consider the following investment game proposed by Laffont and Tirole (1993). Before learning β, the firm commits to an investment of cost ζ (I) ≥ 0 raising the probability of having low cost to v˜ (I) = v (1 + I). The function ζ is strictly increasing and convex. In a pure strategy Nash equilibrium the planner anticipates the   equilibrium investment Iˆ implementing the rule defined in equation (2) with v˜ Iˆ in place of v. The firm chooses Iˆ so as to maximize the expected rents minus investment costs



n o   I   ¯ ˆ ˆ ˆ I ∈ arg max v˜ (I) 1 − θˆ ei Φ a ¯ I − ζ (I) , I≥0



(3)



where the apex I indexes the investment regime.12 The firm invests less than is socially optimal in the empirically relevant case of elastic inverse demand and under an extra mild condition (see the appendix).13 Also, a fall in the power of the incentive rule reduces the informa   ˆ¯I Iˆ and, in turn, investments. Hence, the stronger are society’s concerns tional rent Φ a with cost-reducement, the higher should be the power of incentive rules. Formally, accounting for dynamic efficiency, the social welfare becomes V (q) − (1 + λ) [(β − a) q + ψ (a)] + (α − λ) U where α, with λ > α > 0, measures society’s dynamic efficiency concerns—i.e., the extent to which society is willing to stimulate cost-reducement by granting a higher rent.        ¯ei Φ a ˜ ˆ Now, the planner maximizes W v˜ I + α˜ v Iˆ 1 − θˆ ¯I and the new high cost firm’s equilibrium effort is pinned down by the first order condition to problem (3) and



   λ − α   ˆ I  ¯ei Φ0 a ˆ¯I . ˆ¯ 1 − θˆ Γ v˜ I a ψ0 a ¯ˆI = qˆ¯I − 1+λ



(4)



Here, I am that costs rise at a rate enough high to have v˜ (I) < v¯I: i.e., limI→I¯ ζ 0 (I)   −1  >  alsoI assuming I I I I I ¯ ¯ei (λ − α) Φ a ¯ ¯ ˆ v 1 − θˆ e Φ a ¯ I with I = v ¯ − v v and v ¯ implicitly defined by v ¯ 1 − θˆ ¯ v ¯ = i        1 − v¯I V q¯I v¯I − 1 − v¯I (1 + λ) β¯ − a ¯I v¯I q¯I v¯I − 1 − v¯I (1 + λ) ψ a ¯I v¯I . 13 Lijesen (2007) documents that the average of previous estimates of the long (short) run price elasticity of residential demand is 0.39 (0.29). These regressions were run on both peak power and base load data.
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Fixed-price contracts reach efficiency but leave an excessive rent to the firm; thus, optimal rules should balance allocative distortions, rent extraction, and investment inducement: Proposition 2: The equilibrium rule power rises with society’s investment concerns α. This last result belongs to a series of findings showing that institutions curbing rent-extraction can be optimal if expropriation of sunk investments is a real issue (see Sappington, [1986]; Guerriero, [2011]). This would likely be the case of communities more prone to accept, due to long lasting cultural factors, that some citizens obtain rents from innovative activities (see the evidence on individualism and technological innovation discussed by Gorodnichenko and Roland, [2011]) or faced with a technology structurally more inefficient than adjacent jurisdictions. Indeed, even the most pro-consumer society would rather try to stimulate investments, by granting more rents to the firm, than incur the costs of a migration of some of its members. Crucially, proposition 2 nicely matches the evidence discussed by Cambini and Rondi (2010), who look at a sample of EU energy utilities spanning the 1997-2007 period and find that investment rates are higher under PBR than under cost of service. Strategic dynamics.—Institutional design could be inefficient when the firm’s investment expenses favor shareholders over consumers and both groups can influence the reformer’s decision. An example of such expenses are those not strictly related to service provision per se—e.g., marketing. To clarify the point in the sharpest way, I assume that: 1. investment returns accrues only to the firm’s rent without affecting the consumer surplus, even if a more cumbersome algebra shows that the idea extends to investments benefiting asymmetrically both groups; 2. the firm is infinitely risk averse in the range of negative ex post utilities; 3. the planner acts as an agent of the incumbent j between the pro-shareholder party s and the pro-consumer party c; 4. the following two periods succeed the four steps studied above: 13



t = 5.—The incumbent faces an election with exogenous winning probabilities xj ; next, the winner ˜j implements a fixed aid ρ˜j > 0 proportional to the firm’s rent and paid out to  the firm if the investment is committed. Ex post rents become 1 + ρ˜j U . t = 6.—The firm eventually commits an investment of fixed cost I¯ > 0. The net expected ¯ with π ≡ π value of the investment is π I, ¯ > 0 > π. In words, the ¯ δ + π (1 − δ) > 0 and π investment is stochastic and leads to a loss with probability 1 − δ > 0. Because of the infinite risk aversion to negative utilities, only the low cost firm invests if   ˆ¯Ij + π I¯ ≥ 0. A planner agent of a of type j incumbent evaluates this ex-post 1 + ρ˜j Φ a investment constraint at the shadow price 1 + χj > 1, where χj captures j’s willingness to  ˆ¯Ij at the shadow cost of public fund 1 + µ. stimulate ex post investments, and the aid ρ˜j Φ a Let x˜ ≡ ρs xs + ρc xc . I impose the following restrictions on the new exogenous parameters: A.1: ρs > ρc ; χs > µ > χc ; λ > (1 + χj ) (1 + x˜) − (1 + µ) x˜. When the incumbent is of type j, the planner maximizes the objective function:   ¯ei [(1 + χj ) (1 + x˜) − (1 + µ) x˜] Φ a ˜ + v 1 − θˆ ˜I =W W ¯Ij . j In interpreting the foregoing, several observations should be borne in mind. First, the set up formalizes the existence of huge transfers from the federal and state governments to IOUs. As discussed by Metcalf (2008), the total energy-related tax expenditures for major fuel investments and the generation tax credits reached in fiscal year 2008 the 3.46 billion dollars. Second, the assumption that the winning party cannot reform the incentive rule matches the existence of a commitment period typical of PBR (Basheda et al., 2001). Third, the exogeneity of xj captures the idea, proposed by Besley and Coate (2003), that regulation is bundled at election of politicians with more salient policies. Finally, the hypothesis that the pro-shareholder party is more willing to stimulate investments incorporates into the model 14



politicians’ strategic incentives to propose and implement extremist platforms to empower their supporters (Glaeser, Ponzetto, and Shapiro, 2005) or to gather more campaign contributions (Alesina and Holden, 2008). The new equilibrium high cost firm’s effort is:



ψ



0



ˆ¯Ij a







=



qˆ¯jI



¯ei − Γ (v) 1 − θˆ











  (1 + χj ) (1 + x˜) − (1 + µ) x˜ λ ˆ¯Ij , − Φ0 a 1+λ 1+λ



(5)



which, as the appendix shows, implies that:14 Proposition 3: Under assumption A1, the equilibrium rule power increases with the incumbent’s hold on power xj and is greater if she is pro-shareholder. While the second bit of proposition 3 is in tune with Laffont (1996), the first one differs from the conclusion of this seminal paper, which foresees a negative (null) relation between the likelihood of a reform toward more powerful rules and the hold on power of a proshareholder (pro-consumer) incumbent. This difference is essentially driven by the mix of the asymmetry in the parties’ preferences and the uncertainty of elections. Also, it is similar to the strategic dynamics proposed by a lively political economy tradition, claiming that a lack of permanence in office can inspire policymakers to implement reforms to limit the actions of future incumbents (see Hanssen, [2004]). In the present case, as the probability of being re-elected and thus fixing the aid increases, the pro-shareholder (pro-consumer) party increasingly prefer more powerful incentive schemes to assure an even higher profit to its constituency (because of the lower expected transfers). As a consequence, regulatory reforms which are not sufficiently insulated by partisan interests are bound to be inefficient. 14



  Under assumption A.1, proposition 1, 2, and 3 can be obtained from inequality (5) with v˜ Iˆ in the place of v, χs ≡ α + χ with χ ≥ 0, and χc ≡ α − χ. Proposition 3 still holds when the government: 1. acts as a sponsor rising the ex post rent without aids, if χs > −1 > χc ; 2. can relax the burden of cost-reducing investments, if the s party’s investment concerns outweigh her rent extraction and taxation avoidance needs.



15



4



Empirical Implications



The basic idea of the theory is that more powerful incentive schemes relax allocative distortions at the cost of lower rent extraction; thus, they should be found where rent extraction is less relevant because the information-gathering process is more efficient, and where the reformer is more concerned with stimulating investments through higher informational rents. This was embodied in propositions 1, 2, and 3 above and leads to a series of testable predictions on the probability that a reform toward higher-powered rules is implemented: Testable predictions: The likelihood of a reform toward more powerful incentive rules will increase with society’s cost-reducing investment concerns and with the reformer’s hold on power. Also, it will be higher if the reformer is pro-shareholder and regulators are elected. Next, I look at the evidence on these predictions using data on the U.S. power market.



5



Evidence



Between 1982 and 2002, forty-one IOUs in twenty-three U.S. states introduced some form of broadly defined PBR (see table 1 and 2 for an exhaustive account).15 During these years, the most common alternatives to cost of service regulation were: rate case moratorium and rate freeze, price and revenue caps, and earnings sharing. Rate case moratorium is an agreement between the utility and the PUC to discontinue rate reviews for a certain period. Thus, systematic price variations are not permitted, but some individual rate elements may be changed. Under a rate freeze, instead, no rate can be changed during the commitment 15



The row data are at the plant level. Each plant is assigned to its owning company which is, in turn, considered as regulated where it has its major—in terms of revenues—exclusive service territory. This choice masks the fact that some company has service territory in more than one state: separately characterizing this “mixed” regulation has very little impact on the estimates. The IOUs in the sample operate in 40 states.
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period. Under a price cap, the initial rates are set based on average costs and then they can be adjusted by the IOU as long as on average they rise no faster than inflation less a productivity offset. Revenue cap is similar but focuses on allowed revenues rather than allowed prices. Finally, earnings sharing contracts require the firm to share earnings above and below an intermediate range with its users. When earnings are in the range, the firm secures for itself greater profits only when a higher cost-reducing effort is exerted. It is widely accepted that cost of service regulation is the least powerful scheme, that price cap effectively leaves the firm residual claimant of its performance, and that along the power dimension the other rules lie in between these two extremes (Basheda et al., 2001). Because, as detailed in section 2, the expected cost-reducing effort is contracted between the PUC and each firm, I consider as dependent variables: 1. the dummy PBR equal to one for IOU regulated under a PBR contract and zero otherwise; 2. the indicator PBR-Ordered equal to three for IOUs regulated under a price or revenue cap, one for IOUs regulated under cost of service regulation, and two otherwise.16 I use the latter to study the choice of the incentive rule power and the former to compare cost of service with any higher-powered scheme. The sample comprehends 106 IOUs for which I have information on productivity and regulatory institutions between 1981 and 1999 (see the appendix). Determinants of incentive regulation.—Testing the model’s predictions requires, first and foremost, measuring the regulator’s implicit incentives and the strength of the reformer’s investment concerns. Following a long empirical literature which compares appointed and 16



Depending on the width of the bands and the degree of sharing, earnings sharing can provide minimal or large incentives; similarly, depending on the duration of the hearing break, rate case moratorium and rate freeze can be more or less stringent (Kwoka and Ter-Martirosyan, 2010). I will obtain similar results should I switch to the following two alternatives to PBR-Ordered : 1. PBR-OR which equals three also when rate case moratorium and rate freeze are used; 2. PBR-OE which equals three also when earnings are shared.
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elected officials (Besley and Coate, 2003), I consider as proxy for the regulator’s implicit incentives the dummy Elected-PUC which is equal to one when the PUC commissioners were elected and zero otherwise. Guerriero (2011) shows that appointment rules are driven by the same battery of forces that drives incentive regulation.17 Should I treat Elected-PUC as endogenous, I will obtain qualitatively similar estimates. Creating meaningful proxies for society’s cost-reducing investment concerns is a challenging task. I build on the already mentioned idea that a state faced with marginal costs historically higher than neighboring states would be more prone to stimulate cost-reducement by offering higher-powered rules. Employing the same data set used in the present study, Guerriero (2012) clarifies that: 1. the key inputs for generation variable in the medium-term are labor and fossil fuels; 2. the error terms of the relative estimated input equations show first order serial correlation but no serial correlation of order two or deeper. Hence, I employ one of the following three variables lagged three years:18 1. the ratio of the average marginal labor cost in the state over the average marginal labor cost in the bordering states—RatioMlc; 2. the ratio of the average marginal fuel cost in the state over the average marginal fuel cost in the bordering states—Ratio-Mfc; 3. the ratio of the average residential price in the state over the average residential price in the bordering states—Ratio-Residential. Inspecting equations (2), (4), and (5) suggests that the incentive rule in time t is also a function of the ex ante distribution of the inefficiency parameter β which, as seen above, is extracted from the “findings of fact” established by the commissioners during rate reviews—i.e., from the estimated reimbursable costs in t−1. Because of the autoregressive structure of the residuals 17



Since a fall in the informational rent discourages cost-reducing investments (see problem (3)), Elected-PUC captures also stronger society’s cost-reducing investment concerns which require higher-powered rules. 18 Lagging these proxies of two or four periods, instead, will not change the substance of the empirical exercise.
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of the input use equations, proxies for society’s dynamic efficiency concerns based on costs and prices lagged two periods or less could be potentially endogenous. On the contrary, Ratio-Mlc(-3), Ratio-Mfc(-3), Ratio-Residential (-3) are likely to be sequentially exogenous since, once conditioned on the quality of information-gathering, the political power of shareholders, firm and time effects, and other relevant covariates, they detect only differences in the reformer’s investment concerns driven by idiosyncratic input shocks in t − 3.19 Turning to the incumbent hold on power, Hanssen (2004) proposes the share of seats held by the majority party averaged across upper and lower houses—Majority. The pith of the empirical exercise will be the same should I employ instead the Ranney index. More difficult is to capture the identity of the reformer’s constituency. Even if a large literature claims that Republicans have been nearer to the utility shareholders’ interests (Teske, 2004), it is also true that there are more shareholders of companies buying electricity than there are of companies selling it. With this pitfall in mind, I elect to use as proxy for a proshareholder reformer a binary equal to one if both houses were under the Republicans’ control—Republican. If, as Besley and Coate (2003) suggest, regulation is not salient at politicians’ elections, both Majority and Republican will be sequentially exogenous. In accordance with a wide literature on the political economy of regulation (Besley and Coate, 2003; Guerriero, 2012), I also control for the demographic structure of the market by including the percentage of the state population aged over 65—Old, and the one aged 5-17—Young. Finally, to assure that the proxies introduced so far are conditional indepen19



46 data points have been inputed using the year preceding the missing observation: this choice does not affect the qualitative idea of the evidence. Due to the cost-based nature of regulation, higher rates and costs could be symptomatic of over-investment. Yet, this is unlikely to be the present case since Margolis and Kammen (1999) show that the U.S. power market has experienced, in the 80s and the 90s, a significant and sustained pattern of under-investment both in absolute terms and compared to similar industries. Making use of the heat rate, which is a proxy of the inefficiency of input usage, does not materially change my conclusions.
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dent without worrying about multicollinearity, I also introduce in turn three observables likely to affect the efficiency of the information-gathering technology, society’s cost-reducing investment concerns, and the political power of shareholders.20 Starting from the last one, I include the state population—Population—as a crude proxy of the size of the consumer group. Turning to the quality of information-gathering, a recent literature has emphasized that shorter terms of office prompt otherwise public-spirited bureaucrats to behave inefficiently to avoid criticism (Leaver, 2009). Accordingly, I also study the role of the PUC commissioner’s statutory term of office—PUC-Term. For what concerns the saliency of costreducement, I consider the dummy equal to 1 for IOUs in states that deregulated beginning in the year of the first hearing, and 0 otherwise—Deregulation. In the mid-1990s, twenty-one states restructured their markets in order to have retail rates following the prices clearing auction-based wholesale markets: this move has increased consumers’ and operators’ concerns with dynamic inefficiencies (Guerriero, 2012).21 A possible drawback of including this last variable is that the distribution of restructuring initiatives is driven by the same determinants of incentive regulation (Guerriero, 2012); yet, the evidence illustrated below is robust to the consideration of this possible source of endogeneity.22 While table 3 details the exact definition and construction of each variable, the appendix lists the data sources. I start by comparing cost of service to higher-powered rules. 20



The empirical evidence will be essentially the same should I also add to the specification either the income per capita or the share of bordering states using PBR. Yet, these two covariates are collinear with the time effects: this makes impossible the comparison between FE Logit and RE Logit performed in table 4 and 5. 21 The 75% of the states that adopted PBR and deregulated restructured first. I obtain similar results when I substitute to: 1. PBR the dummy PBR-D equal to one for IOU regulated under PBR where Deregulation is zero; 2. PBR-Ordered the indicator equal to four for IOUs regulated under a price or revenue cap, two for IOUs regulated under cost of service, one when Deregulation equals 1, and three otherwise—C-Pressure. 22 Operationally, I run either endogenous switch Logit models or endogenous switch ordered Logit models using the share of neighboring states that elected their PUC commissioners as excluded instrument for ElectedPUC. This instrument is exogenous since the adoption of a new rule in a state brings support for the same shift in other states without affecting their costs and prices until the reform is finalized (Steiner, 2004).
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5.1



PBR Versus Cost of Service



Identification.—Letting xf,t denote the row vector of all explanatory variables except the fixed effects for firm f at time t and xf ≡ (xf,1 , . . . , xf,T ), I focus on the model:23



P r (P BRf,t = 1 | cf , xf ) = F (cf + γt + zf,t β) ,



(6)



where zf,t gathers all the proxies introduced above and cf are unobserved firm-level effects. cf could, for instance, reflect long lived relationship between managers, politicians, and PUC commissioners which can affect the extent of asymmetry in information or the weight on the firm’s rent. The time effects γt pick up macro-shocks and common changes in federal policy and, because of collinearity, can only be included starting from 1984. Since Elected-PUC lacks sufficient within variation, I either include it and estimate equation (6) with a Logit model by constraining the cf to be equal across f or I exclude it and switch to a random effects—RE—Logit model. This model takes F to be the Logistic CDF and requires for consistency the stronger assumptions that P BRf,1981 , . . ., P BRf,1999 are independent conditional on cf and xf and that cf | xf ∼ N (0, σc2 ). A comparison of the fixed effects—FE—and RE Logit using the Hausman test is consistent with such restrictions: indeed, as table 4 and 5 reveal, I never reject the null hypothesis that the unobserved individual level effects are uncorrelated with the other covariates at a level nowhere lower than 0.99.24 The conclusion drawn below would not change should the errors, which are “robust” 23



Equations (2), (4), and (5) do not exclude a role for interaction terms which, however, are not significant for IOUs whose probability of operating under PBR is either 0 or 0.5 (Ai and Norton, 2003). 24 The inefficiency of the FE Logit is due to the loss of the observations of the 84 firms for which PBR has no variation: these 1344 data points cannot be used to compute the conditional likelihood. As a result, a Hausman-type test of the FE Logit versus the conventional Logit, both run on a specification excluding Elected-PUC, does never reject that the Logit is appropriate at a level nowhere lower than 0.99.
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to generic heteroskedasticity and serial correlation, be instead clustered at the firm level. Empirical results.—In table 4 and 5, I report the estimated marginal effects coming from the Logit model in columns (1) to (3) and the estimated coefficients of the RE Logit in columns (4) to (6). The former give the change in the likelihood of a reform towards PBR when the control rises by one unit. The estimates are consistent with the testable predictions. While a reform from appointed to elected regulators increases the likelihood that PBR is adopted of 6-percentage-points, the same likelihood rises of roughly 0.5 and 1 percentage-points as a result of a one-standard-deviation rise in Ratio-Mlc(-3) and Ratio-Residential (-3) respectively. While all these effects are significant at five percent or better, the one produced by a rise in Ratio-Mfc(-3) is not statistically significant. Turning to the strength of the reformer’s investment concerns, while Majority has no statistically significant impact, the hypothetical move from a Democratic to a Republican majority would have a significant negative effect: hence, at the reforming stage, the lobbies representing the industrial users tend to more powerful than those working for the IOUs. The RE Logit coefficients tells a similar story. These patterns are robust to the inclusion of the other relevant covariates.25 While table 5 looks at the cases in which α is proxied by Ratio-Residential (-3), estimates available upon request confirm the idea for those specifications using either Ratio-Mlc(-3) or Ratio-Mfc(-3).



5.2



Non Random Selection of the Incentive Rule Power



∗ Identification.—Let yf,t be the unobserved preference of a reformer dealing with firm f at time ∗ t and driving the choice of the incentive rule yf,t . Here, yf,t = k ⇔ ϑk−1 ≤ yf,t ≤ ϑk where
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My conclusions are similar when I include Elected-PUC in the RE Logit or I switch to a RE Probit. Notice that only PUC-Term is significant. The relative marginal effect implies that institutions that soften implicit incentives worsen information-gathering and thus lower the probability that PBR is embraced.
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∗ k = 1, 2, 3 and ϑk is an unknown threshold. The related structural model is yf,t = θ0 xf,t +νf,t



where I assume that the CDF of the error term Λ is Logistic. The odds ratio that firm f operates under an incentive scheme more powerful than k at time t—i.e., ∆f,t (yf,t > k)—is:



   −1 ∗ ∗ ∆f,t (yf,t > k) = P [yf,t > k]/P [yf,t ≤ k] = 1 − Λ ϑk − yf,t Λ ϑk − yf,t ∀k.



(7)



The linear log-odds obtained taking the logarithm of the right hand side of equation (7) characterize the ordered Logit model. For ease of exposition, table 6 reports the exponentiated coefficients. This is because, for a unit change in the predictor variable, the odds that the firm is regulated with an incentive rule more powerful than k versus the one that it is regulated with a rule at most as powerful as k are the exponentiated coefficient times larger. Empirical results.—Starting from implicit incentives, the odds that in a state electing its regulators a more powerful rule is employed is about four times those in a state appointing its regulators. Furthermore, a one-standard-deviation rise in either Ratio-Mlc(-3) or Ratio-Residential (-3) significantly increases the odds of observing higher-powered incentive schemes. All these coefficients are significant at five percent or better. Again, while having a Republican state government curbs the odds of more powerful rules, neither Ratio-Mlc(-3) nor Majority have a statistically significant impact. These different patterns remain pretty stable when Population, Deregulation, and PUC-Term are considered. This time, however, the start of a restructuring process seems to matter in the choice of incentive scheme; consistent with the theoretical predictions of Guerriero (2012), competitive pressures discourage investments and call for regulatory reform re-establishing the firm’s incentive to innovate. All in all, it is fair to conclude that the distribution of incentive rules across American 23



states is not random but reflects efficiency-enhancing and rent-seeking forces. To elaborate, given that PUC commissioners fiercely opposed the pass-through of cost shocks into prices during the Oil-crisis period (Guerriero, 2011) and given the evidence on the positive relation linking PBR to investments (Margolis and Kammen, 1999; Cambini and Rondi, 2010), incentive regulation was mainly introduced to accommodate dynamic efficiency concerns.
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Concluding Comments



The relevance of regulatory institutions to economic development is key especially in a period of liberalization and rising input prices. Yet, the determinants of these rules are still poorly understood: here, I developed and tested a theory of “endogenous regulatory institutions” (see also Guerriero, [2011, 2012]), focusing on the design of incentive schemes. More powerful rules relax allocative distortions at the cost of lower rent extraction; thus, they should be found where rent extraction is less relevant since the information-gathering process is more efficient, and where the reformer is more concerned with stimulating investments by granting higher expected rents. Consistent with this prediction, PBR contracts were signed by firms operating in U.S. states where the regulator was elected and generation costs were historically higher than those prevailing in neighboring markets. Yet, to conclude that PBR is always welfare-enhancing, more information on its impact on service quality is needed. Several papers provide evidence implying that PBR might induce firms to reduce the quality of their services to minimize costs (Ai, Martinez, and Sappington, 2004; Shumilkina, 2009; Kwoka and Ter-Martirosyan, 2010). Yet, none of these studies has fully accounted for the endogeneity of incentive rules to the technological and political environment.
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Appendix Equilibrium under Perfect Information Under perfect information, the planner knows β, infers a from c, and obtains the first best social welfare by maximizing her strictly concave objective function with respect to a, U , and q so that: 1. The disutility of effort is equalized to the cost reduction at the margin—i.e., ψ 0 (a∗ ) = q ∗ ; 2. No rent is left to the firm—i.e., U = 0 or t∗ ≡ ψ (a∗ ); 3. The social marginal value of output equals its marginal cost—i.e., V 0 (q ∗ ) = (1 + λ) (β − a∗ ).



This equilibrium can be implemented through a simple fixed price contract on the managerial rewards: t∗ (c∗ q ∗ ) = T − (cq − c∗ q ∗ ). The fixed charge is tailored in order to fully extract the firm’s rent—i.e., T ≡ ψ (a∗ ) and c∗ ≡ β − a∗ = S 0 (q ∗ ) = p∗ . The firm, as residual claimant of its cost saving, maximizes T − ((β − a) q − c∗ q ∗ ) − ψ (a) with respect a choosing consequently a∗ .







Proof of Lemma The effort exerted in equilibrium by an elected regulator is obtained maximizing the strictly concave regulator’s objective function with respect to eE with eexp E taken as given and, then, imposing the equilibrium condition eˆE = eexp E . The equilibrium effort is implicitly defined by the inequality



 ¯ θ¯ (ˆ LHS (ˆ eE ) ≡ τ θf eE )−1 − C 0 (ˆ eE ) ≤ 0,



(A1)



and by the slackness conditions (ˆ eE − 1) LHS (ˆ eE ) = 0. While the first term in LHS (ˆ eE ) is a rectangular hyperbola centered in (0, 0), the marginal cost increases with eˆE . This, along with the fact that C 0 (0) < ∞ and limei →1 C 0 (ei ) = ∞ for all i, assures that eˆE is unique and interior. Turning to the case of an appointed regulator and following Dewatripont, Jewitt and Tirole (1999), the equilibrium effort is implicitly defined by the first order condition
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  τ E θfeA ( ξA | eˆA ) f −1 ( ξA | eˆA ) ≤ C 0 (ˆ eA ) ,



(A2)



and a slackness condition in all similar to the one seen before. The marginal density of the observable h   i ¯ A 2 eexp σθ −2 . In equilibrium eˆA = conditional on effort is proportional to exp − (1/2) ξA − θe A   eexp ˆA ) f −1 ( ξA | eˆA ) = θ¯ (ˆ eA )−1 so that equation (A2) rewrites as A and thus E θfeA ( ξA | e



τ θ¯ (ˆ eA )−1 = C 0 (ˆ eA ) ,



(A3)



being eˆA both interior and unique for an argument similar to the one used above. Equations (A1)  and (A3) suggest that elected regulators exert more effort than appointed ones do if f θ¯ > 1. The comparative statics with respect τ can be verified by inspection of equations (A1) and (A3).







Proof of Proposition 1 Totally differentiating equation (2), I have that n n  o o   λ λ ¯ei Φ00 a ¯ 0 a ˆ¯ da ˆ¯ + 1+λ ˆ¯ dˆ ˆ¯ dˆ ˆ¯ + dˆqˆ¯ − 1+λ Γ (v) 1 − θˆ Γ (v) θΦ ei = 0 → da ei > 0, −ψ 00 a da ¯  ˆ¯ + where the assumption −V 00 ψ 00 > 1 + λ implies that −ψ 00 a



dqˆ ¯ ˆ da ¯



 ˆ¯ − = −ψ 00 a



1+λ V 00 (qˆ ¯)



< 0.







Proof of Proposition 2 Totally differentiating equation (4), I have that       h  i−2  dqˆ¯I    ∂ Iˆ λ−α 00 I 00 I 0 I ¯ei Γ v Iˆ Φ a ˆ¯ + ˆI − 1+λ 1 − θˆ ˆ¯ + v 1 − v Iˆ ˆ¯ ˆ¯I + −ψ a Φ a da ˆ da ¯ ∂a ¯I n     o  1 ¯ei Φ0 a ˆ ˆ¯I dα > 0. + 1+λ Γ v Iˆ 1 − θˆ ¯I dα = 0 → da







Underinvestment When the Planner Cannot Commit The socially optimal level of investment I ∗ is the solution of the following strictly concave program:      I ∗ = arg max v (1 + I) V q ∗ − (1 + λ) β − a∗ q ∗ + ψ (a∗ ) + I≥0



    + [1 − v (1 + I)] V (¯ q ∗ ) − (1 + λ) β¯ − a ¯∗ q¯∗ + ψ (¯ a∗ ) − ζ (I),  where q ∗ , a∗ and {¯ q∗, a ¯∗ } are the full information quantity and effort pairs for the low cost and
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high cost firm respectively. The first best I ∗ is implicitly defined by



      v V q ∗ − V (¯ q ∗ ) − (1 + λ) β − a∗ q ∗ − β¯ − a ¯∗ q¯∗ + ψ (a∗ ) − ψ (¯ a∗ ) = ζ 0 (I ∗ ) .



(A4)



The first order condition to problem (3), which is strictly concave, is binding and given by:



    ¯ei Φ a ˆ¯I = ζ 0 Iˆ . v 1 − θˆ



(A5)



Notice also that, when the demand is inelastic, a fall in price from β¯ − a ¯∗ to β − a∗ involves that −q 0 (p) (p/q (p)) < 1 ↔



¯ a∗ q∗ q ∗ −¯ β−¯ (∆β−¯ a∗ +a∗ ) q¯∗



    < 1 ↔ 2 β¯ − a ¯∗ − β − a∗ q¯∗ > β¯ − a ¯∗ q ∗ .



Next I show that, if (∆β − a ¯∗ ) q ∗ ≥ 0 so that ∆β ≥ a ¯∗ = ψ 0−1 (¯ q ∗ ), the left hand side of equation (A4) is greater than the one of equation (A5) or:



     S q ∗ − S (¯ q ∗ ) − β − a∗ q ∗ − β¯ − a ¯∗ q¯∗ + ψ (a∗ ) − ψ (¯ a∗ ) > 



      β¯ − a ¯∗ − β − a∗ q¯∗ − β − a∗ q ∗ − β¯ − a ¯∗ q¯∗ + ψ (a∗ ) − ψ (¯ a∗ ) > a∗ ) > (∆β − a ¯∗ + a∗ ) q ∗ − ψ (a∗ ) + ψ (¯



  ˆ¯I − ∆β , (∆β − a ¯∗ + a∗ − a∗ ) q ∗ − ψ (a∗ ) + ψ (¯ a∗ ) = (∆β − a ¯∗ ) q ∗ + ψ (¯ a∗ ) > ψ a ¯ˆI − ψ a where a∗ q ∗ ≥ ψ (a∗ ) drives the penultimate inequality. Thus, I ∗ > Iˆ for every λ ≥ 0 and eˆi > 0.  Proof of Proposition 3 . Applying the implicit function theorem to equation (5), it follows that ∂ a ¯ˆIj ∂χj > 0 so that party n . o ˆ¯Ij ∂xj = sign {∂ x s selects a more powerful scheme. Also, sign ∂ a ˜ (χj − µ)/∂xj }. Therefore, the following two inequalities conclude the proof: ∂x ˜ (χs − µ)/∂xs = (χs − µ) (ρs − ρc ) > 0; ∂ x ˜ (χc − µ)/∂xc = (χc − µ) (ρc − ρs ) > 0.
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Data Sources Incentive regulation.—These data come from: 1. Basheda et al. (2001); 2. Edison Electric Institute (EEI). 2000. Performance Based Regulation: EEI Member Survey. EEI: Washington, DC. IOU operating data.—This study analyzes productivity for large fossil-fueled steam turbine or combined cycle plants owned by IOUs only. The core data source is the Utility Data Institute (UDI) O&M Production Cost Database which is based on the FERC Form 1 filings and gathers data on the number of employees, the total annual Btus of fuel consumption, the net MWh generation, and the heat rate. Following Fabrizio, Rose and Wolfram (2007), I eliminated the plants with mean capacity in gross megawatts below 100 MW or with three years of operations at a scale not greater than 100 MW, the plants with missing or nonpositive output data, and the outliers spotted using the Stata’s dfbeta regression diagnostic. Also, I did not consider the states for which data on regulatory institutions were unavailable. Hence, there are no observations for Alaska, the District of Columbia, Hawaii, Idaho, Nebraska, Rhode Island, South Dakota, Tennessee, Utah, Vermont, and Wyoming. After having imputed 46 plant-epochs—i.e., years over which the plant capacity did not change more than 40 MW or the 15 percent—using the year preceding the missing observation and having aggregated the plant-epochs at the IOU level, I obtained the balanced panel of 106 IOUs over 19 years used in the empirical exercise (see for a similar choice Guerriero, [2012]). Wages.—US Department of Labor, BLS. Electric Utility Wages: SIC Industries 4911. Composite fossil fuels price index.—EIA. 1999. Annual Energy Review. EIA: Washington, DC. Residential price.—Data on sales, revenues, and generation shares are collected from: A. EEI, 1995. Historical Statistics of the Electric Utility Industry, 1960-1992. EEI: Washington, DC; B. EEI. 1993-1999. Statistical Yearbook of the Electric Utility Industry. EEI, Washington, DC. Public utility commissioners appointment rules and term length.—NARUC (1981-1999). Political competition.—CSG. 1981-1999. The Book of the States. CSG: Lexington, KY.
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Other controls.—The demographic variables and the GSP are collected from: 1. U.S. Census Bureau (UCB). 1981-1999. Population Estimates Program; UCB: Washington, DC; 2. UCB. 1981-1999. Statistical Abstract of the United States. UCB. For the sources from which the data on restructuring are retrieved see the appendix of Guerriero (2012).
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Tables Table 1: Broad-Based PBR in the U.S. Electricity Market — 1980-2002 States AL AR AZ



Notes:



1. 2. 3.



IOUs Alabama Power Co. Entergy Arkansas Inc. Arizona Public Service Co. Tucson El. Power Co. Pacific Gas and El. Co. San Diego Gas and El. Co. Southern California Edison Public Service of Colorado



PBR Rate case moratorium None None None None CA Price cap with earnings sharing Price cap with earnings sharing CO Rate case moratorium with earnings sharing Citizen Utilities Co.* None CT Connecticut Light and Power Price cap United Illuminating Co. None DC Potomac El. Power Co.* None DE Delmarva Power and Light None Florida Power Co. None FL Florida Power and Light None Gulf Power Co. None Tampa El. Co. Rate freeze with earnings sharing GA Georgia Power Co. None Savannah El. and Power None HI Hawaii El. Co.* Price cap with earnings sharing Maui El. Co. Ltd.* None ID Idaho Power Co.* None Interstate Power Co. None IA IES Utilities Inc. None Midamerican Energy Co. Rate case moratorium with earnings sharing Central Illinois Light Co. Price cap with earnings sharing Central Illinois Public Service Price cap with earnings sharing IL Commonwealth Edison Co. Price cap with earnings sharing Illinois Power Co. Price cap with earnings sharing Mt. Carmel Public Service Co.* Price cap with earnings sharing Indiana Michigan Power Co. None Indianapolis Power and Light None IN Northern Indiana Public Service None PSI Energy Inc. None Southern Indiana Gas and El. None KS Kansas Gas and Electric Co. None Western Resources Inc. None Kentucky Power Co. None KY Kentucky Utilities Co. None Louisville Gas and El. Co. Revenues sharing Union Light Heat and Power* None Central Louisiana Inc. None LA Entergy Louisiana Inc. Rate case moratorium with earnings sharing Entergy New Orleans Inc. None Southwestern El. Power Co. None Boston Edison Co. None Canal El. Co. None Eastern Edison Co.* Revenues sharing MA Holyoke Water Power Co. None Massachusetts El. Co.* Rate freeze with earning sharing New England Power Co. None Western Massachusetts Electric Revenues sharing MD Baltimore Gas and Electric Co. Price cap Potomac El. Co. Price cap and rate freeze Bangor Hydroelectric Co.* Rate freeze ME Central Maine Power Co. Price cap with earnings sharing Maine Public Service Co.* Price cap with earnings sharing Consumers Energy Co. None MI Detroit Edison Co. None Edison Sault El. Co.* None Upper Peninsula Power Co.* None Minnesota Power and Light Co. None MN Northern State Power Co. Price cap with earnings sharing Otter Tail Power Co. Price cap with earnings sharing Empire District El. Co. None Kansas City Power and Light None MO St. Joseph Light and Power* None Union El. Co. Rate freeze with earnings sharing UtilCorp United Co. None Firms followed by a star are not part of the sample used in the following tables; Firms with no PBR scheme have been regulated for all the period with cost of service regulation; The data on incentive schemes are collected directly from Basheda et al. (2001) and EEI (2000).
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Period 1982-2002



1994-2002 1997-2001 1996-2006



2000-2001



1995-1999



1997-1999



1998-2000 1998-2002 1998-2002 1998-2002 1998-2002 1998-2002



1999-2000



1996-2002



1998-2000 1998-2009 1998-2000 1998-2002 2000-2002 1995-2000 1991-2007 1996-2000



2001-2005 2001-2005



1995-2001



Table 2: Broad-Based PBR in the U.S. Electricity Market — 1980-2002 (Continued) States MS



IOUs Entergy Mississippi Power Co.



PBR Benchmarks with earnings sharing Rate case moratorium with earnings sharing Price cap with earnings sharing None None None None None



Mississippi Power Co. MT NC ND NH



NJ



NM NV



NY



OH



OK OR



PA



RI SC SD TN



TX



Montana Power Co. Carolina Power and Light Co. Duke Power Co. Nanthala Power and Light Co.* Montana-Dakota Utilities Public Service Co. of New Hampshire Atlantic City El. Co. Jersey Central Power and Light Public Service El. and Gas Co. Rockland El. Co.* Public Service Co. of New Mexico Nevada Power Co. Sierra Pacific Power Co. Central Hudson Gas and El. Co. Consolidated Edison Co.



None None None Revenue cap with earnings sharing None Price-cap with earnings sharing Rate freeze-price cap None Revenue cap with earnings sharing None None None None None None None None None Price cap with earnings sharing None None None None None None None None Price cap with earnings sharing Price cap with earnings sharing Price cap with earnings sharing None None Rate freeze None None None None None None None None Benchmarks with earnings sharing Benchmarks with earnings sharing None None None None None None Price cap None None None None None None None



Long Island Lighting Co. New York State El. and Gas Co. Niagara Mohawk Power Co. Orange and Rockland Utils Inc. Rochester Gas and El. Co. Cincinati Gas and El. Co. Cleveland El. Illumination Co.* Columbus Southern Power Co. Dayton Power and Light Co. Ohio Edison Co. Ohio Power Co. Toledo Edison Co.* Oklahoma Gas and El. Co. Public Service Co. of Oklahoma PacifiCorp* Portland General El. Co. Duquesne Light Co. Metropolitan Edison Co. Pennsylvania El. Co. Pennsylvania Power and Light Pennsylvania Power Co. PECO Energy Co.* West Penn Power Co. Blackstone Valley El. Co.* Narragansett El. Co.* Newport El. Co.* South Carolina El. and Gas South Carolina Generating Co. Black Hills Co.* Northwestern Public Service* Kingsport Power Co.* Central Power and Light Co. El Paso El. Co. Entergy Gulf States Inc.* Houston Lighting and Power Co. Southwestern El. Service Co. Southwestern Public Service Co. Texas Utilities El. Co.



1997-1998



1995-2005



1993-2002 1991-2002 1993-2002



1994-2001



1997-1998 1997-1998 1997-2004



1995-2005



2000-2002 2000-2002



West Texas Utility Co. Appalachian Power Co. Virginia El. and Power Co. VT Central Vermont Public Service* Green Mountain Power Co.* WA Pacificorp Puget Sound Energy* 1997-2001 Consolidated Water Power Co. Madison Gas and El. Co. Northern States Power Co.* Northwestern Wisconsin El.* Pioneer Power and Light Co.* WI South Beloit Water Gas and El.* Superior Water Light and Power* Wisconsin El. Power Co. None Wisconsin Power and Light Co. None Wisconsin Public Service Co. None WV Monongahela Power Co. None Wheeling Power Co.* None Firms followed by a star are not part of the sample used in the following tables; Firms with no PBR scheme have been regulated for all the period under cost of service regulation; The data on incentive schemes are collected directly from Basheda et al. (2001) and EEI (2000); while Nebraska is not served by any IOUs, there are no information about Alaska, Utah, and Wyoming. VA



1. 2. 3.



1995-2001



None None None None None



Texas-New Mexico Power Co.*



Notes:



Period 1994-1998
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Table 3: Summary of Variables Incentive regulation: Supervision technology:



Name



Definition and Source



PBR:



Young:



1 for IOUs regulated under a PBR contract—i.e., rate case moratorium and rate freeze, price and revenue caps, and earnings sharing; 0 otherwise. 3 for IOUs regulated under a price or revenue cap contract; 1 for IOUs regulated under cost of service regulation; 2 otherwise. 1 for IOUs that mainly operate in a state where the public utility commissioners are elected; 0 otherwise. Ratio of the average marginal labor cost in the state in which the IOU mainly operates over the average marginal labor cost in the bordering states. The marginal labor cost in cents of dollar per Kwh is the product of the number of employees and the annual wage bill divided by the total generation. Ratio of the average marginal fuel cost in the state in which the IOU mainly operates over the average marginal fuel cost in the bordering states. The marginal fuel cost in cents of dollar per Kwh is the product of the total BTU and its composite price divided by the total generation. Ratio of the average residential price in the state in which the IOU mainly operates over the average residential price in the bordering states. The residential price in cents of dollar per Kwn is defined in terms of revenues from sales to residential users. 1 for IOUs that mainly operate in a state where both houses are controlled with the relative majority of seats by the Republican party; 0 otherwise. Share of seats held by the majority party averaged across both houses if there is a majority party and 0 otherwise. Percentage of the population of the state in which the IOU mainly operates aged 65 and over. Percentage of the population of the state in which the IOU mainly operates aged 5-17.



PUC-Term:



Public utility commissioners term length.



Deregulation:



1 for IOUs that mainly operate in a state that restructured, beginning in the year of the first formal hearing; 0 otherwise. Population of the state in which the IOU mainly operates.



PBROrdered: Elected-PUC : Ratio-Mlc:



Society’s investment concerns:



Ratio-Mfc:



RatioResidential: Reformer’s proshareholder attitude:



Republican: Majority: Old:



Other controls:



Population: Note :



1.



Mean (Standard deviation) 0.054 (0.226) 1.083 (0.366) 0.145 (0.352) 1.449 (3.922)



1.020 (0.660)



1.024 (0.164) 0.177 (0.382) 0.497 (0.303) 11.309 (4.223) 16.760 (5.834) 5.344 (1.054) 0.153 (0.360) 8,166,693 (6,294,092)



All the statistics are computed for the full sample of 106 IOUs over the period 1981-1999.



Table 4: Determinants of Incentive Regulation — Logit (1)



Elected-PUC Ratio-Mlc(-3)



PBR 0.056 (0.022)** 0.002 (0.001)**



Ratio-Mfc(-3) Ratio-Residential(-3) Republican Majority Random Effects? Other controls Estimation procedure Pseudo R2 Log pseudo-likelihood Log likelihood P-value of Hausman test Number of observations Notes:



1. 2. 3. 4. 5.



- 0.023 (0.006)*** - 0.011 (0.009) No



0.21 - 315.01



1696



(2)



(3) (4) (5) The dependent variable is the likelihood of : PBR PBR PBR PBR 0.057 0.069 (0.022)*** (0.024)*** - 0.176 (0.325) 0.005 - 3.593 (0.004) (3.161) 0.085 (0.016)*** - 0.023 - 0.022 - 1.806 - 2.120 (0.006)*** (0.005)*** (1.909) (1.941) - 0.012 - 0.001 0.612 0.849 (0.010) (0.008) (3.075) (2.952) No No Yes Yes Old, Young, and time effects. Logit. 0.20 0.25 - 317.62 - 299.30 - 108.68 - 108.30 0.99 0.99 1696 1696 1696 1696



(6) PBR



16.949 (7.720)** - 3.276 (2.020)* 0.792 (2.849) Yes



- 107.82 0.99 1696



The unit of observation is IOU per year. The entries are marginal effects in columns (1) to (3) and coefficients otherwise. In parentheses are reported the standard errors which are robust in columns (1) to (3). *** denotes significant at the 1% confidence level; **, 5%; *, 10%. While the fixed-effects estimator is consistent but inefficient under both the null and the alternative hypothesis, the randomeffects estimator is consistent and efficient under the null hypothesis but inconsistent under the alternative one. Hence, not rejecting the null hypothesis of the Hausman test—i.e., the unobserved individual level effects are uncorrelated with the other covariates—implies that the random-effects estimator should be preferred to the fixed-effects one.
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Table 5: Determinants of Incentive Regulation — Other Relevant Covariates (1)



Elected-PUC Ratio-Residential(-3) Republican Majority PUC-Term



PBR 0.065 (0.023)*** 0.091 (0.016)*** - 0.022 (0.005)*** - 0.003 (0.008) - 0.011 (0.004)***



Deregulation Population Random Effects? Other controls Estimation procedure Pseudo R2 Log pseudolikelihood Log likelihood P-value of Hausman test Number of observations Notes:



1. 2. 3. 4. 5.



No



0.26 - 293.66



1696



(2)



(3) (4) (5) The dependent variable is the likelihood of : PBR PBR PBR PBR 0.075 0.076 (0.026)*** (0.027)*** 0.078 0.070 20.644 16.007 (0.015)*** (0.015)*** (7.531)*** (7.782)** - 0.023 - 0.021 - 4.062 - 3.471 (0.005)*** (0.005)*** (2.069)** (2.090)* - 0.0004 - 0.0006 1.169 1.015 (0.008) (0.008) (2.796) (3.143) - 2.287 (1.105)** 0.011 1.070 (0.010) (1.667) 6.10e−10 (0.0000) No No Yes Yes Old, Young, and time effects. Logit. 0.25 0.25 - 298.17 - 298.62 - 107.04 - 107.70 0.99 0.99 1696 1696 1696 1696



(6) PBR



16.752 (8.646)** - 3.241 (2.000)* 0.913 (2.951)



- 3.42e−09 (1.72e−07 ) Yes



- 107.87 0.99 1696



The unit of observation is IOU per year. The entries are marginal effects in columns (1) to (3) and coefficients otherwise. In parentheses are reported the standard errors which are robust in columns (1) to (3). *** denotes significant at the 1% confidence level; **, 5%; *, 10%. While the fixed-effects estimator is consistent but inefficient under both the null and the alternative hypothesis, the randomeffects estimator is consistent and efficient under the null hypothesis but inconsistent under the alternative one. Hence, not rejecting the null hypothesis of the Hausman test—i.e., the unobserved individual level effects are uncorrelated with the other controls—implies that the random-effects estimator should be preferred to the fixed-effects one.



Table 6: Determinants of Incentive Regulation — Ordered Logit Elected-PUC Ratio-Mlc(-3)



(1)



(2)



(3)



PBR-Ordered 3.079 (0.781)*** 1.082 (0.043)**



PBR-Ordered 3.003 (0.763)***



The dependent PBR-Ordered 4.334 (1.189)***



Ratio-Mfc(-3)



Majority



(5)



(6)



PBR-Ordered 4.991 (1.536)***



PBR-Ordered 4.793 (1.476)***



42.152 (25.460)*** 0.229 (0.090)*** 0.839 (0.296)



33.255 (21.321)*** 0.278 (0.098)*** 0.814 (0.298)



1.150 (0.200)



Ratio-Residential(-3) Republican



(4) variable is: PBR-Ordered 4.116 (1.120)***



0.315 (0.101)*** 0.542 (0.200)



0.334 (0.107)*** 0.528 (0.190)*



63.415 (37.140)*** 0.257 (0.091)*** 0.803 (0.292)



PUC-Term



90.506 (53.692)*** 0.245 (0.085)*** 0.731 (0.273) 0.673 (0.103)***



Deregulation



1.872 (0.599)**



Population



1 (1.99e−08 )



Other controls Old, Young, and time effects. Estimation procedure Ordered Logit. 2 Pseudo R 0.18 0.17 0.22 0.23 Log pseudolikelihood - 389.73 - 392.56 - 368.74 - 364.69 Number of observations 1696 1696 1696 1696 Notes: 1. The unit of observation is IOU per year. 2. The entries are odds ratio. 3. In parentheses are reported the robust standard errors. 4. *** denotes significant at the 1% confidence level; **, 5%; *, 10%.
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0.23 - 366.33 1696



0.22 - 367.98 1696
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